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A Nightmare

She couldn’t move. 

Her heart pounded in time with the squeak of the trolley wheels as she struggled futilely 
against the straps that dug into her limbs and chest. The sharp smell of antiseptic assaulted her 
nostrils, growing ever stronger, and stronger, and-

“Feisty bitch, ain’t she?” somebody remarked. Her head twisted upwards and to the right, 
eyes locking onto the dwarf who leered at her, exposing teeth that were stained from smoking tea. 
Emblazoned on his right chest was that logo – that rounded vertical rectangle around those three 
letters.

Her head whipped around to the left as the trolley squealed to a stop, eyes darting around. The
smell of antiseptic was far stronger now. It leaked from behind a door in the wall to her right – an 
ordinary wooden door, painted a sterile white. Screwed into the door was a sign that proclaimed it 
to be the surgery, for Authorised Personnel Only.

One of the guards surrounding her knocked rapidly on the door. She stiffened at the nasal 
voice that came from behind it, demanding to know who it was. 

“Is that the subject?”

“Yes, it’s her, Dr Burke,” the guard replied as he slid the door open. She didn’t miss the flash 
of mild irritation on his face as he turned away and waved to the rest, returning to his previous look 
of bored detachment.

Her already-pounding heart went into overdrive as they pushed the squeaking trolley into the 
surgery. Just like the walls of the corridors, everything was a sterile, impersonal white or grey – the 
glass-fronted cabinets along one wall, the sink, the harsh lighting from the electrical spot lights in 
the corners. The only colour of any sort was a wooden cart in the middle of the room that held a 
silvery grey cannister and a black tube that led to a leather mask. A fan mounted on the ceiling at 
the back of the room droned heavily.

Four doctors stood around the room. Even with the identical lab coats and masks over their 
mouths and noses, she could recognise Dr Burke right in the centre of the group, if only by his 
voice and the clinically smug aura that permeated him. He leaned over her as the trolley was 
fastened into place under the fan, eyes dispassionately running over her bare arms and legs, 
perfectly in control.

Up until she spat in his face. For a brief, glorious moment, she had the satisfaction of seeing 
him rear back in disgust, but he recovered far more quickly than she had hoped and promptly 
slapped her in the face.

“Did that feel good?” he sneered as one of the other doctors forced the mask over her mouth 
and nose. “You are nothing. An unwanted footnote.” He straightened again, glancing at the doctor to
his left. “You may commence.”

The doctor turned silently towards the cart. Siobhan twisted her head to watch, struggling 
futilely against the straps, and heard bellows starting. She felt the faintly-sweet air pushing against 
her face, starting to feel light-headed, and found herself smiling inside the mask. Perhaps this wasn't
so bad. Perhaps the doctor wasn't so bad. Perhaps…

She vaguely registered pressure from somewhere on her right. It looked like one of the 
doctors, with a comically larger head and longer arms than she remembered. She giggled, noticing 
herself drifting as the pressure stopped, started again, and then stopped. It started again, but fainter, 



and eventually she stopped noticing it. Instead, she focussed on the pulsing lights in the corners of 
her vision, until even they dimmed.

ψ

Her eyes shot open. At first, she couldn’t recognise the white ceiling that stared back at her. It 
looked familiar, and yet…somehow, it felt alien. Rolling her eyes over to the right, she started at the
sight of the wall that hadn’t been there before – or had it?

She blinked, rolled her eyes to the left, and started as she saw a table bolted to the opposite 
wall, a plain wooden chair sitting under it. She was certain that they, the sink and commode down 
the far end of the cell not been there earlier. That last one was just out of sight of the door, allowing 
her some privacy – something that the guards had not let happen before. Had they moved her?

Slowly, the motions of her heaving chest subsided slightly and her hammering heartbeat 
slowed as she realised that she wasn’t...wasn’t there. She was...well, she didn’t know exactly where,
but it was run by the British military. That was...better?

There was still that niggling doubt in the back of her head that asked if this was real, or if the 
nightmare had been replaced with a new one. That prompted her to lift the blanket and hesitantly 
stand up, briefly flinching as her feet hit the cold concrete floor. Out of the corner of her eye, she 
saw a pair of slippers sticking out from under the bed. A faint, relieved smile broke out on her face 
as she slipped her feet into them.

The relief didn’t last long as she ran the tap and let the cold water run through her hands. It 
wasn’t long before her mind began to wander towards that brand on her arm. Even as the back-of-
her-mind voice screamed not to, her left hand slipped her right pyjama sleeve up to her elbow.

It seemed so...so small. The stark, simple rounded rectangle with the company’s letters. CTC. 
Strange how something so simple could define the rest of her life, could mark her as the company’s 
property. Not that the alternative, being detained by the bulldogs for the rest of her life, was any 
better.

That caught her. It was the sort of thing Diarmid would say, albeit more profanely. With a 
bitter chuckle, she imagined what Mum and Dad would have said about the cynical, caustic boy in 
the cell next door. They would have deemed him A Bad Sort at the very least; a foul-mouthed 
fisherman’s son, constantly hunched over and glowering at everyone from behind a pair of yellow 
sunglasses that just turned his blood-red eyes orange. Definitely Anti-citizen material. Not like her.

The humour vanished as soon as it had appeared. Not like her. She traced a finger down her 
arm, feeling the outline of her muscles. Was it only her imagination, or had they become firmer and 
harder over the last two weeks? She hadn’t noticed anything aside from increasing fatigue – which 
could just as well have come from the intense strength training that both of them had been prodded 
into – and hunger at more frequent intervals.

Her hand moved up to her jaw, feeling her teeth. No, they still felt normal. Doctor Thompson 
had told her – via Diarmid, instead of his own abysmal Gaelic – that not all Fomorians had the 
enlarged canines, so that wasn’t a guarantee. Nor were the green scales scattered across most orcs’ 
skin. One of the Fomorian children had pointed out last week that going out in the sun seemed to 
kill it off. He’d immediately added, with a mocking wave at his colourless skin and pale blue eyes, 
that it was quite fortunate that everyone else could just stand out in the sun without burning.

Then it all fell into place. She dried her hands and lay down again, feeling a scowl coming 
over her face. The core change...the main difference between her two months ago and now, the 



thing that likely prevented her going home...was that her muscles were denser. That was what being 
a Fomorian meant? Surely...surely it wasn’t that simple!

It took her a very long time to fall asleep again.



Interception of An Enciphered Message From Orc-held Territory

The crackle of static in his ears and the flashing blue light to his left caused Able Seaman 
Davis to shoot upright from where he had slouched in the wooden chair, his right hand resting idly 
on the notepad on his workstation. Pressing his left hand to his earphones, he leaned forwards and 
hurriedly transcribed the short, staccato bleeps and longer creeps in the approved shorthand 
terminology.

“Found something, Davis?” the Lieutenant asked. He automatically nodded, focussing on 
converting the shorthand transcription into something more legible. Even as he finished and moved 
onto translating the dots and dashes into possible letters, something about it started to niggle at the 
back of his mind. It almost looked as though...

“Sir, I don’t think this is English.” He handed the piece of flash paper over to the Lieutenant, 
who accepted it with a raised eyebrow that turned into a quizzical frown as he perused the message. 
Davis glanced over at the door into the main passageway, satisfying himself that it was closed. On 
the wall next to the door was a poster of a shark looming up from the deep, aiming straight for a 
stream of letters on the surface. He turned back to his wireless set, listening for any other messages.

“Definitely not. Nor Gaelic, French, German...possibly a cipher,” the Lieutenant mused, 
reaching for the telephone to the bridge with one hand and pointing with his other at the third 
person in the wireless room. “Jacobson, prepare a message to the Caledonia. Wireless room to 
bridge. We have just intercepted a message coming from port. Requesting current bearing and 
location.” He jotted down the response, acknowledged the current bearing was one hundred eighty-
three, and waited. Seconds later, he repeated the apparent latitude and longitude. Fifty-three degrees
and thirty minutes west, ten degrees north and thirty-two minutes north.

Jacobson had already finished his draft English report to relay back to the main control station
aboard the Caledonia. Glancing over it again, he carefully drew a bold line on either side of the 
intercepted message and began to translate his draft into Morse. 

“You don’t think that was a Fomorian transmission?” Davis asked. Both of his comrades 
snorted, though he could have sworn that Jacobson had paled slightly. The orcish homeland in 
Connemara – what was once the Dwarven Homeland Region – wasn’t that far away. In fact, the 
entire reason that the Wiresharks had been added to the naval cordon on the coast was that 
somebody was decided it was possible – no, a certainty – that somebody else would attempt to 
supply the Fomorians by submarine. 

Up until that point, he would have thought it completely ludicrous and that they’d be better 
served tapping the telegraph cables between Norway and Iceland. But with a possibly coded 
transmission coming from the east – from the orc-occupied coast – it was starting to look as though 
they were going to earn their hazard pay. At least he wasn’t freezing his arse out on an airship 
further out like Rob.

ψ

Approximately twenty miles away, a Fomorian woman lowered her own earphone. The 
earphone, in contrast to those worn by her unsuspecting counterparts aboard the warship, was 
clearly assembled from a haphazard collection of parts instead of being hand-crafted in a Marconi-
approved factory. The receiver itself was something they would have easily recognised as such, but 



cruder and exposed to the air. Even her clothes looked like a fashionable woman’s, albeit of of 
several decades past.

The Fomorian herself would have been instantly known as such, courtesy of the fangs that 
poked up from her lips and the green patches of fungus on her forehead and neck. Anyone who had 
survived repeated contact with the Fomorians would, in hindsight, note that her lips were 
unnervingly still and that her brown eyes were just a little too intense to pass for a human or dwarf. 
The only sign of any emotion as she finished translating the Morse to Irish was a brief, muted 
frown, something that would have caused many to immediately label her an even lesser imitation of
a woman than most Fomorians.

“What is this?” she asked in a flat, monotonous voice that was far louder than intended. As 
she perused it again, she absently began to draw circles around some of the nonsensical collection 
of letters and annotate each with a small, neat numeral. When she had finished, she began to lay out 
the annotations below the message, not even sure why she had noticed them. It wasn’t until she had 
read it a third time that she realised there were patterns to it.

Her left hand began to stroke the blue scarf draped around her neck as she considered the 
patterns. One thing stood out: the same two letters appeared quite regularly, almost as though 
somebody had repeatedly misspelled “an” or “ar”. Her frown returned as she realised it was almost 
certainly a cipher. That was a pity; the previous messages she’d picked up had been in plain old 
Gaelic or some form of English. Something else about it-

The knock at the door came as a complete surprise, causing her to instinctively cover her ears.
After over a year living on the surface instead of the echoing tunnels of the Twelve Bens, she still 
found herself starting at unexpected noises. Some days she really hated her sensitive hearing, not 
that she could explain it to anyone.

“Grainne?” somebody called from outside the room as she turned to face the door. A second 
later, the door swung open to reveal a dark-skinned male Fomorian in a red waistcoat, smiling 
amusedly. “Lunch is in twenty minutes. Did you get caught up in something again?” His smile 
disappeared as he took in the state of her workbench and the piece of paper in her hand. “Did you 
receive another message?”

“I think I did!” she blurted out, looking at his mouth instead of his grey eyes. “But it seems to 
be a cipher.”

He frowned at that. “That’s new. I’ll let Ciaran know.”

“He will not care. All he will say is,” Gráinne replied, briefly adopting a parody of a guttural 
voice, ‘Aidan, don’t bother me with your wife’s crap unless I can use it’ and then ignore it.” She 
paused, and continued to herself, “That was a bad impression.”

Aidan’s frown deepened with his grimace, though he didn’t contradict her. “Is there anything 
else you can tell me about it?”

She tilted her head slightly to her left. The part that had struck her as odd was... “It was much 
louder and clearer than most of the others I have received. Almost like it was coming from closer to 
us or from a more powerful transmitter, but I cannot tell how much closer.”

“Closer. As in, somebody built one of these transmitters nearby? How big would it have to 
be?”

She shrugged again. “The biggest part would be the aerial. That would probably need to be 
out in the air, but the rest of the equipment would need protection from the rain.” Something else 
occurred to her as she stood up. “The only people I can think of who would have one are the British 
and the League. Would they have any reason to build one nearby?”



ψ

Aidan scowled at the map on the wall. It covered the entirety of the wall, intricately detailing 
the coastline from Turbot Island in the south, up past Omey Island to the Aughrusbeg peninsula and 
then east into Cleggan Bay. From there, it traced to the east into Ballynakill Harbour, under the 
watchful eye of Tully Mountain to the north and Diamond Hill to the south of Letterfrack – home, 
or at least where he’d been found and raised. Out to the north-west of Cleggan lay Inishbofin and 
Inishark, the former still occupied by the Leagueists and their British allies. He had been racking his
brains for the last hour, trying to figure out where the arseholes-

“Something bothering you?” Ciaran growled as he entered the room. “Don’t bother hiding it; 
you’re looking at that like it was them labour agents came here-”

“This has nothing to do with the slavers, uncle Ciaran,” Aidan replied, still glowering at the 
map.

“What then?” the Baron snorted. “No, wait, don’t tell me. Gráinne picked up another 
message, and you chose not to tell me?”

“You did say you didn’t want to be bothered with her unless it was something you could use.” 
Aidan turned to look at his uncle. “It was enciphered, but apparently louder and clearer than usual. 
She thinks there’s a new transmitter nearby, and the only people either of us can think of are the 
League or the British.”

 The older man had initially raised a greying eyebrow, long since inured to the gun-barrel gaze
that Aidan had developed when vexed, and still not convinced that his crazy niece-in-law was doing
anything other than wasting time. Hearing that there was possibly a new transmitter nearby was 
enough for him to briefly grimace and reflexively reach for his hip flask as he realised just how 
serious Aidan was. “Any idea where?”

Aidan turned back to the map. “Not Inishbofin. We know they’ve had one for a while, and 
Father Aodh picked up another from them asking what the hell that message was.”

Ciaran snorted. “Remind me again how you got him to help? You’re a fucking secularist, for 
crying out loud.”

Aidan sighed and lowered his face into his right palm for a moment. “He offered to help, and 
as little as I agree with him on the existence of any god, he is one of the few people in Cleggan who 
can read at the same level as ourselves, Áine or Gráinne. And he himself admitted that he’s getting 
too old to do much else. But that’s neither here nor there. Inishbofin has had one for a while, so we 
can exclude them and probably Inishark as well.”

“Which leaves...oh, the entire coastline. Would the League build one of these on 
Aughrusbeg?”

“No.” Aidan emphatically shook his head. “Too exposed and too close to us. Omey’s out for 
the same reason – not enough of a gap for them to fortify.”

“What about High Island or Friar Island?” Ciaran pointed to the west of Aughrusbeg. Aidan’s 
eyes followed his finger towards a pair of misshapen islands. The closer of the two, which the map 
reported as Friar Island, was just under a mile off the coast. High Island was about a half mile 
further out to the west. Ciaran continued, “There were some observation posts out there at one 
point.”

“Possibly. They’d need to be supplied, so we should be able to see a few supply runs out there
from Inishbofin. But now that you mention them, what about Cruagh?” Aidan pointed towards 
another island, just to the west of Omey.



“That place is haunted,” the Baron muttered with a shudder. Both knew what he really meant 
by that.

“I bet you a pound that the League or the Brits either don’t know about that or don’t care. 
They might even find it useful to try keeping us away,” Aidan countered, in the tone of one who 
knew that what he said was completely unnecessary.

“A pound? Not a chance. I’ll leave you to handle it.” Ciaran turned to leave the room, but 
stopped at the door as something else occurred to him. “Don’t tell anyone else about this wireless 
shite. None of them will understand.”

Aidan privately kept his thoughts on that last part to himself.



Big Head Mode Is Not Conducive To Effective Scouting

It was just another day west of the settlement known as Claddaghduff. The daystar remained 
hidden behind overlapping streaks of clouds, the wind that blew off the sea was biting cold, and the 
waves that lapped at the shore kicked up an awful spray that made the skin raw. The natives were at 
best indifferent, if not outright hostile. And there was always the chance that reality would 
randomly decide to invert itself.

Efioa had long since turned his ears down against the older generation’s complaints about the 
sea in this new world. New to them, not to him. He had been born here, not that the Fomorians 
seemed to make any distinction, and had learned to pay attention to the sea. Among the things he 
had paid close attention to over the last week was the “cursed island” of Cruagh, situated about two 
dwarven miles out to sea. He could have sworn that he had seen a giant metal shape disappearing 
behind it to the west.

Lacking anything better to do, he and his bond-sisters had elected to leave Omey Island and 
get a better look from the west of the Aughrusbeg peninsula. And so, with the spray kicked up in his
face and the wind piercing his bones, he faced out towards the spiny northern flank of the island. It 
might have been his imagination, but it looked as though there was a large net hanging over 
something. He stepped forward-

He suddenly pitched forward as his head began to feel inexplicably heavier and larger. 
Sprawling on the rocks that covered the coast, he blinked and shook his head muzzily. The motion 
felt slower than usual. Had the clouds darkened, or was his eyesight fading?

“Efioa? Your head...” Nadia trilled. Carefully, Efioa sat up and began to feel his head. His 
aching neck felt normally...but then his hands traced over his chin. Had it always been that size? It 
must have been shorter. He traced his hands up his jaw. Still larger than he remembered it being that
morning. His hands continued up towards his ears. They were still attached to his head...and yet 
they felt...further out?

“It’s much larger,” Nadia added. Did she sound amused?

“What?” Efioa noticed that his voice sounded higher than usual. He tried to stand up, and 
nearly fell forwards again as his head pitched downwards. As he staggered backwards in a vague 
attempt to keep his balanced, he began to realise that his eyesight was starting to clear up. Strangely,
it felt as though his viewpoint was slightly higher, or else everything else had shrunk.

“As in, four times larger,” Naraic interjected. Unlike her bond-sister, she bore a seaweed-
eating grin that would have looked more in place on a Fomorian than an ehdis-neab. He slowly 
turned to give her the full intensity of his disapproving look, when something else caught his eye. 
Something potentially worse.

“Fomorians!” he called, pointing to the east. Just over the rise of a crest about fifty body 
lengths away, a Fomorian had reined in a horse and raised one hand. Glancing over his shoulder – 
the red coat of hair on the chin made it clear that this was in fact a male – the Fomorian moved the 
horse to one side and begun to swing himself off it. Behind him, two others did the same. All three 
were clad in nondescript overcoats, with the only distinguishing feature being the much darker skin 
and patrician bearing of one in the middle.



Naraic automatically reached for the dragon carbine slung across her back. Just enough to 
make it clear that she wasn’t armed with just a spear, but it was enough for the five-fingered folk 
with the fangs to briefly reach for their own guns. At a gesture and an unintelligible command from 
the dark-skinned one, they lowered their hands. 

“Wait, that’s one of the O’Rourkes. The Black Cat,” Nadia broke in, eyes focussed on the 
group’s leader. The Fomorian approached them with long, slow strides that belied his kind’s ability 
to move with sudden, vicious bursts of strength and speed. His hard, grey eyes resembled nothing 
less than the drier rocks that littered the coastline.

“Good day.” His accent was atrocious, as expected for a Fomorian, but there was nothing 
wrong with his grammar. Perhaps unnecessarily, he continued, “I am Aidan O’Rourke.”

“Good day. I am Nariac of Omey,” Nariac replied. She gestured towards Efioa. “We are 
simply trying to give my bond-brother a chance to release some pressure in his head so it doesn’t 
explode later.”

The Black Cat’s face did not change as he folded his arms, even as chuckles and smirks 
rippled through his subordinates after one of them translated it. Efioa, for his part, didn’t find it 
particularly amusing. After all, it was his neck that had to support the extra weight, and his neck 
was starting to hurt. And even a Fomorian couldn’t miss such an easy target at this range.

“It strikes me that you were watching Cruagh. Now why might you do that?” He briefly 
glanced past them towards the island in question. “Perhaps you saw a ship passing very closely.”

“We saw no ships,” Nariac replied, shaking her head in a manner that seemed unnatural to her
fellow ehdis-anm. The Fomorian’s left eyebrow arched upwards in response, and as though to 
counterbalance this motion, his right eye narrowed. When he finally answered that, Efioa couldn’t 
hide the startled jerk of his head. If only because he nearly lost his balance again.

“Or, nothing that you’d recognise as a ship?” He glanced pointedly at Efioa for a second, who
began to yellow with anger at both himself and the Black Cat. “We suspect that the Dwarven 
League, or somebody else, is trying to move in. And you’re right on their doorstep.”

Now that was far more important than somebody’s head suddenly becoming several times 
larger, even to the poor lamag who had to bear it. The dwarves trying to move back in was not an 
everyday occurrence in Connemara. 



Infiltration

Huddled inside the guard tower, the sentry reached for a pack of cigarettes. Another night in 
this draughty, open-air shithole, not two miles off the coast from the Fomorians. He wasn't paid 
enough to watch north-east for boats approaching, listening to the wind playing tricks with his ears. 
He'd already ‘heard’ footsteps twice in the last hour.

The cigarette lit up the interior of the watchtower. Out of the corner of his eye, he could see 
the construction site for that new tower fifty yards away. Bloody expensive pieces of shite...rather 
than hiring more people (or, heaven forbid, even just paying him enough to actually care), 
management had decreed that these lightning throwing machines would protect Cruagh Island. This 
vital island. It was of the highest importance that the Fomorians and the government be kept-

A sound! He whipped his head round, one hand clutching his IKEA repeater carbine, and 
peered through the gun slit. Nothing showed itself. He sighed, and leaned back in the hard metal 
chair. Two months of this crap, and he'd be able to afford a wooden one, maybe even from Bofors in
Scand-

With no warning at all, a crossbow appeared in the gun slit, the bolt briefly gleaming as it 
aimed as his head. He froze as he saw the masked face that leered at him from behind it, two ivory 
fangs jutting up from the jaw. Before he could scream a warning or hit the alarm button, the 
Fomorian squeezed the trigger with a click and everything went black.

Outside, the orc smiled grimly and waved over its shoulder, eyes roving over the inside of the 
guard post. Another orc crawled out of the darkness behind it, followed by two more. Most of them 
had tied drab scarves that matched their clothes around their lower faces, leaving their eyes visible. 
They waited. 

A few long minutes later, when there was no sign that they were spotted, the scout crawled 
past the watchtower. As he made to round the corner, he paused and looked to his right. Grinning, 
he waved over his shoulder and pointed at something.

“What do you have, Healy?” the leader whispered, crawling up to him. For such a large orc, 
he was very quiet.

“Doorway inside, boss. The eejits tried to hide it.”

The commander glanced at the oddly textured net that covered the tower. There was definitely
a gap in it where somebody had fastened a smaller net onto a door, one small section cut out for a 
sign. Next to the door was a wooden box, held shut only by a simple latch. He focussed on the sign. 
It looked like a warning that the door was for authorised personnel only, but somebody had 
scrawled something underneath it that he couldn't quite make out. He opened the box, stared briefly 
at the bewildering array of numbered buttons, and turned to look over his shoulder.

“Gráinne. Come over here.”

The orc that crawled over was much slimmer than everyone else and wore a vest of various 
tools over her coat. Like him, she had not covered her face. Her eyes immediately locked onto the 
box with an uncanny intensity and, as she peered inside, her eerily still face briefly split into a faint 
smile.

“Do you know what this is?” he asked.

“An electronic lock,” she whispered in a flat, emotionless voice. “Give me a minute.” She 
pulled out her knife, prying off the cover of the box to reveal an even more confusing mess of wires
and electrical components. She was about to start fiddling with the wires, when something on the 



inside of the door caught her eye. “Oh, they left a default code. They’re not supposed to do that,” 
she added bemusedly.

The commander looked closer at the back of the door, or the part she was pointing at. Four 
numbers...one...two…three…he didn't need to guess what the fourth was. He scowled slightly at 
this. Did the corporation seriously think that none of them could read?

“Try it.”

She replaced the keypad, her slender fingers pressing the buttons. A green light came on after 
the fourth entered. She announced that it was open.

Healy swung the door open, levelling his crossbow through the gap. The hatch into the 
tunnels lay invitingly open in front of him, but he ignored it, reaching for the dwarf's carbine. 
Carefully, he pulled it out and handed it over to the commander, keeping his hands away from the 
trigger or any moving parts. He reached back in and dragged the corpse out.

“Aidan, what is...IKEA?” Gráinne asked as she peered at the carbine. If her face wasn’t it’s 
usual blank expression, he would have thought she was admiring the slender curves of the front grip
and the frame around the glass sights at the front of the carbine’s square barrel. Stamped on the side 
were the letters “IKEA”.

“They’re an arms manufacturer in Scandinavia,” Aidan replied, briefly scowling in disgust 
again as he noticed that the safety catch had been set to “U”, something that the manual he’d read 
claimed represented automatic fire. He flipped it down to “S”, squeezed the tabs on either side of 
the magazine’s head to remove it, and worked the changing handle twice to make sure there was 
nothing chambered. There was a brief, muted plink as the bullet fell from behind his elbow and 
landed on his boot. “Healy, anything else?”

Wordlessly, the scout handed him two more magazines and a flask. A quick sniff at the flask 
revealed it to be alcohol – probably the watered-down industrialised excuse that the corporation 
issued, and not the good stuff. As he looked up again, he ignored the packet of cigarettes 
mysteriously disappearing from the guard's corpse and reappearing in one of Healy's pouches.

“McKay, you and Healy check out the tunnel.”

The scout quietly slid into the tunnel, followed by McKay. Aidan leaned in, waiting for them 
to give the all clear. It came seconds later, in the form of McKay's double nod and wave. He told 
Gráinne to follow him, and swung himself down into the tunnel.

With a practised eye, he scanned his surroundings. About thirty feet ahead of him, the corridor
descended out of sight, dim blue-white light spilling out from an alcove to the left of it. Just to his 
left sat another alcove, devoid of any lights. About a third of the way towards the ramp, Healy 
leaned against a wooden door, his ear planted against it. He held up two fingers, pointed at the door.
McKay glanced expectantly over his shoulder. 

Aidan nodded, once. McKay tapped Healy on the shoulder. A light snore came from inside the
room as Healy slid the door open and padded inside. A click, a gurgle, and a brief scream that was 
cut into a series of muffled, choking grunts and the sound of somebody being slammed against the 
wall, and Healy began to speak. He had adopted a more guttural, comically thuggish voice, very 
much the hulking, mentally stunted orc.

“Guards? How many?”

Aidan leaned around the doorway, seeing Healy holding something against the wall. The 
room itself was tiny; two folding beds, two footlockers underneath, and one light-plant in an alcove 
on the far wall. Just below the alcove, another carbine and a pistol were propped against the wall. 
The carbine was pointed horizontally at the other dwarf's bed, with a magazine loaded. Aidan felt 
his contempt increasing at their poor display of weapon safety.



“I can’t breathe!” the dwarf gasped, flailing futilely at the paw around his throat.

“How many?” Healy asked again, loosening his grip slightly. The dwarf took a moment to 
gather his breath, and began to launch into an obviously rehearsed piece about how the orcs were 
devil-worshippers. Healy rolled his eyes and dropped the act, choking the dwarf again. “You'd think
they'd come up with something new.”

“Not yet, Healy,” Aidan interrupted as he leaned in. “Give him one more chance.”

“You heard the boss. How many of you are there?”

“A battalion! You think you can kill all of us? Fools. My soul-”

“This place has never had room for more than a company. Finish him.” Aidan leaned back out
as Healy continued choking the guard and glanced over at Gráinne, checking if she was holding up. 
She made no comments or gestures as Healy slipped back out with the carbine and spare magazines.
Wordlessly, he handed the carbine and ammunition to McKay, who seemed a little bemused at the 
shape as he checked if the safety catch was on. Apparently it wasn't, to Aidan's lack of surprise.

They continued down the corridor, reaching a conveniently-signposted and lit junction. One 
sign told him that the lighthouse and the elevator were to his left; the other pointed to the right 
down a rougher, more recently-dug tunnel towards the construction site. He waved at Healy to 
check the right tunnel. The scout melted away into the darkness. Aidan stole a glance at his pocket 
watch, angling it towards the light. They had already been here for 20 minutes. If they couldn't tear 
down that tower- 

His train of thought was interrupted by Healy returning with a shake of his head and a report 
that the tunnel was blocked by a door with wires coming from it. It sounded like the door was 
alarmed; a tempting target, but there were probably easier ones. “Let's check out the lighthouse.”

ψ

Healy stopped dead in his tracks and raised one hand. Ahead of them, a faint glow and voices 
came from around a corner. Flattening themselves against the wall, they waited again. Nothing. 
Healy moved closer, slowly peering around the corner. 

The light appeared to be coming from a door just six feet from him. Ten feet further away at 
the far end of the corridor, two dwarves leaned against the wall, arguing. He could hear them talking
about disposing of bodies...that sounded interesting. The only problem was that he couldn't get close
enough to take one of them out; the other was certain to sound the alarm.

One of them said something about getting back on patrol. He hurriedly gestured for the rest of
then to get back, retreating two feet back along the corridor and tensely waiting. The sound of 
hobnailed boots drew closer and closer, until the dwarf walked around the corner and straight onto 
the bolt. He froze at the unexpected sight, just long enough for Healy to aim higher and squeeze the 
trigger.

The dwarf collapsed with the bolt embedded between his eyes. Healy swiftly reloaded and 
leaned around the corner again. There was no sign of the other guard, but he heard somebody – a 
woman – asking what that noise was.

Aidan rounded the corner, levelling the carbine. No targets. He crept up to the door, just as 
another dwarf leaned out, blinking muzzily. He lunged and grabbed the dwarf, roughly shoving 
them back into the room, eyes scanning each corner. It was filled with electrical equipment, some of
which he vaguely recognised some as radio receivers. They were larger and more clearly mass-



produced than the ones Gráinne had built, but that didn't matter. What mattered was the guard 
reaching for a pistol.

Aidan squeezed the trigger for a second. He felt the carbine kick lightly against his hand, 
heard the unusually quiet chatter of the report, and coldly watched the guard crumple with his face 
ripped apart. The second one, equally cursed by overly fast reflexes, fell into a bloody heap with 
part of his chest torn open by the bullets.

The other dwarf lay on the floor, staring up at the smoking barrel. Aidan dragged her upright, 
scanning the rest of the room. No targets presented themselves to him. He whipped his head down 
again as a gleam of metal caught his eye, and threw the dwarf backwards as she swiped desperately 
with the knife, face contorted in a mix of fear and zealous loathing. He levelled the carbine at her.

“Drop it, madam,” he growled tersely. The dwarf ignored it, lunging futilely at him. He 
squeezed the trigger, ignoring the tendrils of disgust as she died, and glanced around again, forcing 
himself to focus on something apart from murdering a civilian. Something about the second guard 
struck him as odd; he hadn't reached for a gun, but what looked like a box of matches. He moved in 
for a closer look, and found himself staring at a page that held rows of dates and meaningless 
combinations of letters and numbers. It felt oddly waxy when he picked it up.

“Oh,” he heard somebody say behind him. He turned to see Gráinne, staring blankly at the 
bodies. “Aidan, how...what...” she began, trying to comprehend how a bullet could do this.

“I'll explain later. Does this mean anything to you?” he asked. She didn't reply. Patiently, he 
repeated the question, forcing her to focus on the page. She sniffed it, completely oblivious to the 
odd look McKay and Healy gave her as she asked why it smelt flammable. That prompted him to 
look more closely at the dead dwarf, and then he realised what the matches were for. Disposing of 
the evidence.

“Is this a code book?”

“It's not...a book,” she began, and then realised what he meant. “I think it might be related, 
though. Were they...trying to burn this?”

Aidan nodded. He glanced back at the desk. Aside from writing implements, there was just an 
open book that turned out to be a dictionary, another waxed page with a guide to Morse code, and a 
board on the wall with various propaganda posters and notes. One in particular caught his eye; it 
was a handwritten note listing who was supposed to receive certain messages. Shipping and 
transport notifications were destined for one Jack O'Connor, security problems to Nicholas Delaney 
in Sector 1, and all issues relating to “Project 1151” were to be directed to a Dr Burke in Sector 3, 
the last line punctuated with the words “arsehole”.

“It's a book ciph-er,” Gráinne announced. “That dictionary is probably...used to define the 
key. Should-I take that?”

“Yes.” Aidan nodded again and glanced at his pocket watch, angling it towards the lights. 
“Take them back up to the surface. If we're not back up there in twenty, thirty minutes, get back 
home with that. Gentlemen, let's cause some damage.”



Board Report

The room was unusually spacious, with a high vaulted ceiling that served to emphasise how 
conspicuously empty it was. A hemispherical quartzite table that followed the curves of the walls 
dominated the centre of the room, surrounded by austere matching thrones. The walls themselves 
had been lavishly decorated with murals of ships on the rolling waves, wagons in convoy or similar 
scenes of commerce, interspersed with stark white panels into which the large, bold letters “C T C” 
had been carved. Pale, pulsing blue light spilled from behind the letters.

Five of the fourteen thrones had been filled, two on either side of the central one. The 
occupant of the central throne glanced unhurriedly around over steepled fingers, his indexes pressed
against the waxed black moustache. His eyes focussed on the goateed dwarf to his left, tea-leaf 
cigarette already in hand.

“Mr Jensen, you claim to have uncovered something that requires legal advice and...what was 
it?” he began, glancing languidly down at a notepad. “Ah, may open us to criminal prosecution up 
above?” He glanced back up. “And yet...this is apparently not critical enough to require the full 
board of directors. Please explain, Adam.”

Adam Jensen drew on his cigarette, glancing down at the notes in front of him. “All right,” he 
began in the guttural voice of a heavy smoker, “three weeks ago, contact was lost with one of our 
research outposts on the edge of the Homelands. A place called...Cruagh Island, just two miles west 
of Omey Island.”

“On the edge of the Homelands?” echoed one of the people opposite him. The director 
frowned over at her. “Is that not too close to the...the Fomorians? What if they-”

“The proximity to the orcs was precisely why it was chosen for certain projects, and precisely 
why we did not intend to skimp on the security of the site. A full company of the security forces was
dispatched to hold the island, with plans to build at least one shock tower to reinforce them.” 
Ignoring the raised eyebrows at the expense implied, he blandly continued, “There were also several
shock doorways dispatched, and three wireless sets. Instructions were given to transmit status 
messages daily at 6 am, 12pm, 6pm and 12am. In fact, the lack of radio messages were precisely 
what alerted us to the incident.”

“A shock tower, shock doorways and a full company? And yet,” the director commented icily,
“it appears to have done damn all to protect the island! I presume that your report contains a full 
analysis of this failure?”

“Of course.” Jensen did not seem fazed by the implied accusation of incompetence. “The 
entry point appears to have been via a maintenance doorway on the north-east cliffs. As part of the 
retrofit and attempt to modernise the security, the door was fitted with a lock that could be accessed 
via an electrical keypad. I believe you have all seen them.” A quick glance around for the nods and 
noises of confirmation, before he continued.

“The keypads come with a default code for installation and testing. The installer’s manual 
explicitly tells the reader how to change this, and to do so forthwith. The box that encloses the 
keypad also includes a plaque that spells this out.”

“Yes, yes, we all know this,” the director interrupted testily. “Why is this relevant, Adam?”

“Brian, the keypad hadn’t been updated. The default code still worked. Given how easy it is to
disable that – I’ll defer to Gavin on that – I can only assume incompetence or an oversight.”

“Forgive my curiosity, Mr Kelly, but how easy is it to change this code?” one of the dwarves 
to the director’s right interrupted, looking at the one to her right. The prim grey bun and matching 



eyes behind her half-moon glasses screamed ‘librarian’; the plain but high-quality, well-fitted dress 
and notepad under her right hand screamed ‘lawyer’. “Is there potential liability here?”

“It requires one wire to be snipped. That sounds like an older version of the lock; we removed
that circuit and the default code entirely about a year ago. Before you ask, the default code was 
1234,”  Kelly replied. He continued snidely, “Only the most blatantly obvious example available, 
since marketing explicitly wanted it ‘easy enough for Fomorians to use’. In writing.”

“Spare us the snide comments, Gavin,” Brian sighed. “Adam, were there any other errors? 
And do you have any suspects?”

Jensen looked down at his notes. “The wireless system wasn’t syntonic, i.e. it wasn’t tuned to 
use a specific frequency. There’s no evidence that anyone exploited this, but it could have been used
to help the raiders eavesdrop on us. As for who did it...I have a few possibilities. Starting with the 
least probable: the British.

“The Royal Navy did have a couple of destroyers within 30 nautical miles of the island, but 
there’s no records of them coming within range. Besides that, if they had raided the island, we’d 
have found a lot of deaths by .303-calibre ammunition. We found none. Every death was either  
caused by .32-calibre dum-dums, knives, blunt trauma or crossbows. That’s tunnel weaponry, so it 
leaves either the Seekers or Fomorian raiders.”

“Ciara, correct me if I’m wrong,” the director looked over at the lawyer, “but we would have 
heard if they had executed this attack?”

“I’m not aware of any warrants that were issued for Cruagh Island,” the lawyer replied. “If 
any were issued for any major violations, I would have heard before this.”

“Precisely,” Jensen agreed. “We know that they know it exists – there was a monastery there 
once – but if they had any major reservations, they would have swarmed the place. I believe the 
director was ordered – in writing – to cooperate with them, and to acknowledge that he received the 
orders. That has been received, so I think we can disregard them for now.

“That leaves the Fomorians. On paper, there are several points in their favour. The first is that 
the likely entry point would allow access to Omey Island and the...Aughrusbeg peninsula. Both are 
at most two miles away. The second point is that it would explain why some of the garrison’s 
weapons are unaccounted for; they likely stole the guns. Thirdly, there are communication records 
that suggest a boat was dispatched to a nearby bay to retrieve research materials, in exchange for 
cash.

“As for why the Fomorians might attack, I’ve been chasing down some shipping records 
which suggest that the cash was counterfeit money that should have been destroyed. If so, they were
likely paid with bad money, or somebody else took it.”

“Why would we pay them at all? Trading with them violates the Act of Eradication!” Ciara 
expostulated. The director glowered at Jensen.

“Gavin?” Jensen glanced at Kelly. The other dwarf looked down at a file in front of him, 
cleared his throat, and began to summarise the contents.

“The main project being undertaken at Cruagh was to figure out what caused the Fomorians. 
The current thinking is that it might be a physical disease with an environmental cause – and if so, it
could potentially be reversed or prevented. The initial reports and recordings that were recovered 
implicate the air from the homeland tunnels.”

“I see why you would consider that important, but...how would this expose us to liability?”

“Firstly, Dr Burke left some notes about possibly patenting this discovery,” Kelly began. 
Aoife raised an eyebrow and quickly noted this; she was already wondering if that would be 



blocked by the aforementioned Act. Glumly, the engineer continued, “Even worse, it turns out he 
deliberately chose a few human test subjects. Unwilling humans.”

A frigid silence descended as the group tried to digest this. The director’s face turned a 
mottled shade of red as good breeding clashed with disgust. Jensen raised his eyebrows in a manner 
which, clearer than words, described what he thought. The dwarf to his left simply rolled her eyes 
and examined her fingernails.

“Was this approved?” Aoife asked coldly, her eyes narrowed. “And what evidence do we have
that this occurred?”

“No, it wasn’t,” Kelly replied, pinching the bridge of his nose. “The scope of the experiments 
were explicitly limited to mice, cats, dogs and sheep, with confirmation in writing. As for evidence, 
I believe Adam’s staff found two gramophone recordings describing the test subjects’ initial 
examination. Neither sound at all willing.”

“I brought them with me. Ms Collins?” Jensen looked at the woman to his left. She reached 
forward to wind up a gramophone that sat in front of her. In the dead silence that fell, the motions 
seemed to take longer than they should have.

The speaker crackled to life, revealing a nasal, pompous voice announcing the recording as 
“Initial examination of Subject One by Doctor Burke”. It then went on to describe the subject, who 
was clearly screaming behind a gag in a mixture of fear and rage. In silence, they listened to the 
doctor ordering the subject to be stripped and describing various muscles in a clinically detached 
tone. At the end of it, Ms Collins swapped out the wax recording cylinder for another.

If the previous silence had been mortified, the second one was even more shocking. The 
doctor had examined a teenage girl in the same clinically detached manner, coldly ignoring her 
gagged pleas to stop. At the end of it, three of the five were glaring at the gramophone in the vain 
hope that it would burst into flames and destroy the offending evidence with it. The other two kept 
their faces still with an effort born of long experience at cleaning up the company’s mistakes.

Nobody spoke for a long moment.

“What...what other evidence ties this to us?” Aoife finally spoke. “Who else knows of this?”

“Everything in the facility was stamped with company logos,” Jensen replied wearily. “Inside 
the company, about fifty, sixty people know of parts. The full story is known by the five of us and 
Mr Fisher. As for external parties...the only possible ones are the Fomorians.”

“Are you certain of that? What if the orcs contacted somebody about this?” she persisted.

“Why would they do that?” the director sneered. “And who would they tell?”

Jensen hesitated. “There have been reports that...that not all of the Fomorians are interested in 
snatching and turning people. Some have even been reported to cooperate with the British military.”

“What? That violates the-”

Ms Collins rolled her eyes and spoke for the first time. “Madam, sources inside the British 
War Office confirm that they have a department dedicated specifically to the homeland region. 
There are rumours that they have orcs on staff – either as hirelings or servicemen who were 
captured and turned by the Fomorian Brotherhood.”

“So, the worst case scenario...” the director began, a feeling a trickle of sweat running down 
his back.

“Is that the Fomorians handed the...test subjects, Dr Burke and some documentation over to 
the British military,” Jensen finished grimly. “Unfortunately, we have nothing to confirm this – all 



we have is a lack of the good doctor and maybe some missing documentation discussing the 
experiments themselves.”

“Bugger. Aoife, if this is the case, can we expect to have the Brits kicking up a fuss?”

“Most likely. However...Gavin, you said that we have copies of the messages confirming the 
scope of the project?” Upon receiving a jerky nod from the engineer, she continued, “In that case, I 
would recommend that we emphasise that this was a rogue experiment, and move to dismiss Dr 
Burke for breach of contract. I would need his full employment history – Adam, I presume you have
these to hand?”

“I do, but I need to clarify something. All records of the project have already been locked 
away under a false ID – why not just burn them?”

The lawyer shook her head. “It might be too late for that. If it gets out that we burned the 
evidence, it will backfire on us even more. In fact, it might be be possible to mitigate our liability by
admitting that this has happened, and that we wish to support the victims.”

“You propose that we go public?” the director asked with a sharp, sardonic laugh. “I still 
remember what happened with the Special-purpose Agents of Marketing!”

“No, sir. Offering some discrete support. Perhaps a token amount of compensation. 
However,” she smiled slyly, “for that, we would need to know where they are.”

“I think it would be worth asking the orcs, just in case,” Jensen added, raising a hand to 
forestall the coming objections. “Since we didn’t authorise the counterfeit payments, they may 
reconsider if we offer compensation for that.”

“Adam,” the director sighed, shaking his head wearily, “I know damned well that you’ll look 
into it anyway, even if we forbid it. Therefore, you have permission to do so. Discreetly. Anything 
else from anyone?” No replies. “Then I declare this meeting over, and classed under the highest 
possible security rating.”

ψ

After retiring to his spacious, luxuriously empty office and pouring himself a generous 
measure of whiskey, the director sat back and considered the meeting. Why, in God’s name why, 
had that idiot doctor ignored the instructions he’d been given? And why the hell had he cheated the 
Fomorians? Even it was legal, that didn’t make it a good idea! What had he been thinking?

Because they’re Fomorians, his inner voice replied. They’re monsters. Demons. Entirely 
incapable of civilised behaviour. They deserve no mercy – they’re incapable of it. They have no 
legal rights – merely tolerating their existence is more than they deserve – so it is entirely legal to 
cheat them. 

That didn’t make it a stupid idea. They must have had a way to recognise the counterfeit 
money, and decided that they weren’t going to accept it. And, rather than handle it in a civilised 
manner, they had decided they weren’t going to accept their station. Monsters.

He lowered the glass as something occurred to him. Just how had the monsters managed to 
recognise the fake money and figure out where and when to strike?



Fomoritis Confirmed

Dr Nicholas Magnusson looked up as the door slid open, smiling with solemn reassurance at 
the children hesitating in the doorway. One was a thin, black-haired boy with yellow sunglasses in 
front of apparently-orange eyes; to the boy’s right was a girl whose defiant green stare was tinged 
with apprehension. The hair on her left-hand-side was much shorter.

“Ah, Miss MacCarthy. Master O’Flaherty. Come in.”

They obeyed reluctantly, shuffling over to the chairs in front of him. O’Flaherty slumped in 
his chair, adopting a resigned expression and folding his arms defensively across his chest. 
MacCarthy sat perfectly upright, hands clasped tightly in her lap. Tightly enough that her knuckles 
had lost whatever colour they originally had.

Magnusson glanced back at his notes again. Diarmuid Uí Flatharta and Siobhán Mac Carthaí. 
Both had been handed over to the department just under a month ago by a group of Fomorian 
smugglers or pirates, without showing any symptoms of Fomoritis. Unfortunately, Thompson’s 
biopsy report two days ago had confirmed it. The procedure itself had apparently gone quite well, 
though that may have been the result of the sedatives both had asked for after nearly suffering panic
attacks in their initial session.

He looked up again. “Dr Thompson has provided me with the results of the biopsy he 
performed on Saturday. He-”

“W-we can’t be F-fomorians,” the girl whispered, shaking her head vehemently. If it were 
possible, her knuckles clenched tighter.

“He has confirmed that your muscles have become denser, but that is your only symptom,” 
Magnusson emphasised. In response, the lad pulled up his left sleeve to stare at the lean, yet meaty 
and well-defined arm that confronted him. Based on the boy’s previous admissions of smelling the 
dwarven laboratory they’d escaped from, Magnusson suspected that he was seeing what wasn’t 
there – the green, scaly patches of fungus observed in many of the other Fomorian detainees.

“So,” Diarmuid began with a deliberately flippant tone, “we’re now baby-eating, devil-
worshipping monsters because...we have bigger muscles. Well, I don’t feel any different.” 
Magnusson had expected this; bitter sarcasm was the boy’s preferred coping mechanism, and it fit 
with his resigned attitude towards the other detainees. What he didn’t entirely expect was the very 
dark comment that followed. “Don’t suppose you’ve got any secret sauces for eating babies with?”

“H-how can you joke ab-bout this?” Siobhán shrieked, whipping her head around in wide-
eyed shock. “We’re-we’re monsters!”

“Baltaí,” the boy snorted. Magnusson limited himself to a reproving glance; the boy 
apparently hailed from a fishing background. “Shiva, you’re no more a monster than the doc. Or 
Seamie-”

“Shiva?” she echoed, blinking confusedly. He hesitated, looking away for a moment, then 
admitted he’d heard the name somewhere.

“If I remember correctly,” Magnusson interjected, “Shiva is the Hindu god of destruction. Is 
there anything in particular that causes you to associate this name with Siobhán?”

“What’s Hindu?” Diarmuid asked, cocking his head in bewilderment. Well, that answered that
question; it was probably just a coincidence. As for why...some of the staff were beginning to 
suspect that the pair had begun to develop feelings for each other.

“Y-you really think I’m not a m-monster?” she whispered.



The boy laughed bitterly, briefly shoving his glasses up to reveal his blood-red eyes as he 
leaned forwards slightly. “Compared to the bitch next door who said I should’ve been drowned at 
birth? Or my cousins?”

“What about th-the Brotherhood?” She hissed in return, locking her eyes onto his. “They’re 
monsters! They snatch people and...and...” she trailed off, starting to breath more quickly. Diarmuid
tightened his grip on his glasses and grimaced.

“Like this Dr Burke?” Magnusson interrupted. Both flinched and looked away. A month later, 
and they still had trouble talking about how they were exposed. To say nothing of their peculiar 
aversion to the word “crow”, that apparently had something to do with wherever it had happened. 
The boys in Analysis suspected it was a place called Cruagh Island, somewhere off the coast of 
Connemara.

“Fuck him,” the boy finally hissed vehemently, lowering his glasses again. When he looked at
Magnusson, the alienist was struck by the tense hunger in the lad’s face. “Id’ve preferred him 
standin’ trial!”

“I agree,” Siobhán whispered, no less intense. “A b-bullet in his head was t-too damn quick. 
He should have s-stood trial and lost everything b-but his life,” she continued, ignoring the looks 
she got at the unexpected profanity.

“Do you think that would have happened?” Magnusson was cautiously optimistic that they 
were getting somewhere. Diarmuid had been openly sceptical that it would have happened, and 
Siobhán had refused to discuss it before now.

“Hello, I’m technically a British citizen,” Diarmuid snarked. “Connacht Trading woulda 
thrown him overboard in a heartbeat if they discovered he’d kidnapped a shoneen lad. Even one like
me.”

“What makes you think that?”

The boy shrugged cynically. “Sure, they might have standards that he broke. More likely that 
they don’t want to risk their precious military supply contracts ‘round Galway – I hear their kit’s 
expensive. Very luc-ra-tive,” he finished sourly. Beside him, Siobhán grimaced as though she didn’t
want to agree. Privately, Magnusson found it interesting that in spite of his general caustic attitude, 
the boy was willing to concede that there may have been ethical disagreements involved.

“If the company were to, hypothetically speaking, inquire about your whereabouts-”

“No.” Both emphatically spoke at the same time. Diarmuid had leaned his head back slightly 
with an expression of disgust on his face. Siobhán had shaken hers.

“We d-do not tru-trust them,” Siobhán added needlessly. “But we would c-consent to the C-
Church knowing where we are.”

“I wouldn’t.”

“What?” she shrieked, whipping her head around to look at him again. “How-how-how can 
you s-s-say that?”

“We had some of the smug arseholes kept poking around the village, looking for 
sympathisers,” Diarmuid replied sourly. He adopted a pompous tone and continued, “It is most 
fortuitious that you have managed to hold your inner nature at bay thus far. Should your struggle 
threaten to become overwhelming, you speak with our Inquirers in the strictest confidence, blah 
blah blah. Take a guess why they chose me out of the entire village,” he finished bitterly.

“You think your eye colour played a part in this?”



“Of course it did! It always does!” the boy snarled. He abruptly stood up. “I’m a freak. 
Always was, always will be. Even the fuckin’ orcs thought so.”

Magnusson shook his head as he watched the boy leave the room and snarl in English at the 
guard outside to leave him alone. This was an unexpected low for him; in every single one of his 
eight previous sessions, the boy had eventually just clammed up. It was almost as though he was 
trying to push everyone away. 

“He...he’s not entirely w-wrong,” Siobhán admitted. Her eyes met his. “Most of the F-
fomorians we met f-found him creepy. There were only three who...who didn’t care.”

“Oh? Was there something particular about them?”

“One was the B-black Cat. He...” the girl began, looking away for a moment. “He seemed 
genuinely baffled when somebody pointed it out. Like he hadn’t even noticed.”

“A form of Daltonism?” Magnusson took a note of this. Analysis might be interested in this.

“C-colour blindness? M-maybe. The second was his...his mother. She seemed intrigued by 
Diarmuid’s eyes, and amused by it. By everyone else's reactions to it,” she clarified. “But the third 
one was worse. Creepy. Almost like she was po-possessed, or just away in the head.”

“How so?” This was new. Neither had mentioned this before.

“She had the blankest face I’ve ever seen, and the most unnerving voice I’ve ever heard. It 
was so...so flat. L-like she wasn’t even t-trying to emu-emulate a human.”

“And the rest of them were?”

She shivered. “T-that was the w-w-worst part. The fact that they...they look just s-similar 
enough to be a m-mockery of uh-us. P-people sh-sh-shouldn’t have...fangs coming out of th-their 
jaws.” Her right hand traced up her chin and past the corners of her mouth, stopping about half an 
inch above her upper lip.

Magnusson took a note of this. It was quite a common view. “What about the skin 
pigmentation?”

She hesitated. “I h-had a neighbour with s-s-s-psoriasis back in Keel. It looks s-similar 
enough and...I hear it d-dies in the sunlight t-too. So it’s not p-p-permanent. But the f-fangs and 
muscles are!”

“Perhaps that is the case, but that doesn’t mean-”

“It means I c-c-can’t go home!” she screamed, slumping and lowering her head into her 
hands. When she looked back up, there were tears in her eyes. Her stutter grew worse with each 
heaving breath as she continued, “We had c-c-c-c-classes about th-this at-at-at-at...school. B-being 
turned i-i-into...into...into…”

“Siobhán, I am well aware of the League’s edicts. I can tell you that there have been attempts 
– increasingly frequent ones – to overturn the Eradication Act. There is a chance that you will be 
able to return home-”

“N-no,” she whispered, lowering her head again. “Neither of us c-can go home. Th-th-there’s 
nothing for us th-there.”

“Nothing? There must be something. Your friends, your family?” She didn’t reply. For a long 
moment, she sat there and stared at her lap. “Let us continue this tomorrow. Think about it 
overnight, and please let Diarmuid know that the same applies to him.”

She wordlessly rose to her feet and shuffled out, still looking at the floor. From outside, he 
heard the guard asking if she was all right and receiving no response. Mechanically, he flicked the 



switch to deactivate the phonograph and reached forwards to extract the wax cylinder. Gathering his
notes and the cylinder, he stood up to leave.

“Doctor?” The voice that broke into his thoughts was clearly from Maynooth, as clear as the 
fangs and stochastic green, scaly patches on the sergeant’s face. “The Colonel wants to speak with 
you when you’ve finished, sir. He said it was urgent.”

“Let him know I’ll be there in a few minutes, Sergeant.” Magnusson turned to head back to 
his office, when something occurred to him. “Does it by chance involve Miss MacCarthy and 
Master O’Flaherty?”

“Afraid so.” The sergeant hesitated. “Sir...would it help if I spoke with the lad again? It didn’t 
look like he was taking it too well.”

Magnusson considered this. He was well aware that Porter had been talking with O’Flaherty, 
and had quietly approved. The man hadn’t been born with Fomoritis, and had not had any say in 
being exposed to it either. “I don’t think he’s particularly receptive right now, but please, feel free. 
To be honest, I suspect he regards it as...” he trailed off, trying to find the words.

“Just one more bucket of shit on his head?”

“Something along those lines,” Magnusson grimaced. “The girl’s taking it worse. Pending 
confirmation from the Colonel, would you mind spreading the word to keep an eye on them?”

“Yes, sir. I’ll do that now.”

ψ

Magnusson knocked on the door in the central administration block. From the outside, it 
didn’t look any different to the other doors: a solid, unadorned slab of pine. The small black plaque 
to the right of the door was all that marked this as the office of Colonel Munro.

“Come in!” a Highland Scots accent barked. He opened the door.

“You wished to speak with me, Adam?”

“Nicholas...close the door.” Munro barely waited long enough for the alienist to sit down 
before he abruptly continued, “So, how badly did they take it?”

Magnusson glanced at his notes to gather his thoughts. “Not very well, I’m afraid. I’m hoping
to speak with them again tomorrow, though I’d be surprised if O’Flaherty obeys. He...seems to be 
trying to push everyone away.”

“Laddie’s convinced he’s a monster?”

“A direct quote: ‘I’m a freak. Always was, always will be’. I suspect he sees it as just another 
misfortune in his life. He was also quick to tell Miss MacCarthy that he doesn’t think she’s a 
monster – no more than myself or Mr White.”

“And the girl?”

He sighed. “She...isn’t taking it as well. The dwarves’ education systems have placed heavy 
emphasis on the Fomorians being demons, and that being infected is a moral failing. She’s 
convinced that she will not be able to return to Achill. Despite that, she claims to be willing to let 
the dwarven church know where she is.”

“That might happen soon enough,” Munro replied, grimly rubbing his eyes. “They’ve figured 
out that she’s in our custody.”



Fomorians in Their Own Words: “Mstr D”

I wasn’t born an orc, not that it’d make much difference. I didn’t become one until after some ne’er-
do-well sold me to an utter scut from Connacht Trading named “Dr Burke”. I don’t know exactly
how, but I ended up on an island I can’t name. 

Two or three months later, I still have nightmares every other night about being exposed. I’m tied to
a stretcher, and have been for maybe three days since they cut open my arms. They feed me twice a
day with a tube through a mask, and dunk me in cold seawater in the morning to clean away the
bodily fluids from yesterday. They put this other mask over my mouth and nose, connected to some
metal canister. There’s some kind of fan circling above me, pulling the air out of the room, and they
leave and seal the room. I know Shiva [Ms S] is in the next room, having them same thing done to
her.

The air starts smelling dry and stale. I start trying to pull my arms and legs – anything I can move –
but it does nothing. I scream, but none of them care. They just watch me from the other side of a
glass window about two inches thick. Four feet, maybe an inch more, and I’d be outside the room.
But I can’t move!

I don’t remember the details of how we got out. Maybe I don’t want to. What I do know is that I –
that we ended up being handed over to the bulldogs by some orcs. And they were angry about it.
Not handing us over, but that we’d been turned. Seems they hate the “Fomorian Brotherhood” as
much as anyone in Galway would. Who’d have thought it? Certainly nobody I knew, or at least
none had the guts to say so.

The only change I’ve noticed is that I have thicker muscles. That’s the only thing that is definitely
down to me being, well, turned into a Fomorian. I don’t sleep great, I jump if anything goes off
behind me and my temper’s shorter than it was...but I’m told these aren’t related. I wouldn’t know.
All I definitely know is that I wouldn’t have put myself forward for it, that I’m stuck with it, and the
worst part is that I had absolutely no say in it.

Mstr D, edited by Dr Magnusson. Mstr D is possessed of a foul mouth and limited education.



The Dwarven Inquisition Are Expected

The knock on the door was something that Colonel Munro had been expecting for the last five
or ten minutes, after the telephone on his desk had warned him that the visitors had arrived at the 
inner security checkpoints. Closing the pair of dossiers and the report that lay on his desk, he looked
up and barked a command to enter. His adjutant swung the door open, announcing that the visitors 
from the Containment Office had arrived.

“Send them in, Cole. And have somebody fetch Dr Magnusson,” Munro ordered, standing up. 
The lieutenant withdrew and stepped aside, revealing a pair of nuns who were both clad in dark 
khaki habits. The one on Munro’s right was just about four feet high, with larger eyes and a pair of 
sun goggles dangling around her neck – clearly a woman of the tunnels. The other one was 
apparently human and, with far fewer lines on her face, appeared to be younger. Neither bore any 
obvious sign of a particular order, but they didn’t need to.

“Colonel Munro,” the older one began. Her accent was quite thick, but there was nothing 
wrong with her English grammar. “I am Siúr Áine. This is my assistant, Síur Bríd.” She briefly 
gestured towards herself and her taller, younger companion, before folding her arms back into her 
sleeves.

“Have a seat, Sisters.” He waved towards the chairs in front of his desk, waiting for them to 
seat themselves. As he sat back down, Sister Bríd opened the satchel that she held in her lap and 
extracted a letter.

In flowery, formal language, the letter introduced both of the nuns as being from the Office of 
Containment of the Congregation for Protection of the Faith of the Firtollán League of Ireland, 
engaged on a matter of some sensitivity. It warned the reader that obstruction of their duties could 
result in criminal prosecution or jeopardise the ongoing attempts to contain Fomorian incursions out
of the Homeland Region...the usual bumf. It looked right. So did the seal of the office’s logo – the 
leering face of an orc behind a red diagonal cross. 

Munro lowered the document and regarded the two of them again. Of particular note was that 
it had specifically mentioned that they were interested in a pair of children brought into Westport by
a British field team, both of whom had apparently been victims of the Fomorians. “In hindsight, I’m
not surprised you figured it out.”

“Colonel, Major Nettleson did not make much attempt to hide the fact that he was escorting a 
pair of infected teenagers. He specifically reported that one of them – a boy, apparently – claimed to
be British. However, the girl may be one of ours,” Sister Áine replied. Beside her, Bríd removed a 
notebook and pencil and began to hurriedly scribble across it. “More importantly, they may have 
been forcibly...exposed by a rogue unit of Connacht Trading. I think you can understand, how 
important that might be.”

Munro scratched his chin. “The full details are listed in the dossiers before you. But to 
summarise: yes, the boy is from Galway and holds British citizenship, and the girl claims to have 
been born on Achill Island. Biopsy results have confirmed that they’re nearly asymptomatic – all 
that seems to have happened is that they developed larger muscles from it.”

“That’s all that happened?”



“Physically, that’s all that changed. As for their mental integrity,” he began, only to be 
interrupted by a knock on the door. “Come in! Ah, perfect timing. Sisters, this is Dr Magnusson, our
alienist on staff here. Dr, Sisters Áine and Bríd of the Containment Office.”

“A pleasure to meet you,” the alienist smiled as he closed the door behind himself. He slid 
into the remaining chair to Munro’s left, folding his hands into his lap. “Have I missed anything?”

“Not yet. I was just about to summarise the affect on their minds, but that’s really your field.”

Magnusson briefly paused to gather his words before turning to face the nuns. “Both have 
been traumatised by the entire affair. However, Mstr O’Flaherty seems to regard it as just another 
misfortune; the source of his issues seem to be that he was kidnapped and sold rather than being 
exposed per sé.”

“He does not care that he was turned into a Fomorian?” Bríd interrupted incredulously, lifting 
her head from her notebook for a moment. Her accent was not quite as thick as her older 
companion, though neither man could place it anyway. The older nun limited herself to a concerned 
frown.

“The boy has a very unusual eye colour. Blood-red, in fact. From what he has told me, he has 
been the subject of...unwelcome attention from the public because of this. In fact, he outright says 
that he was a ‘freak’ before, and still is. As for Miss Ní Chartaí,” he briefly grimaced, “she nearly 
broke her hand punching a mirror two days ago. Her explanation for this is that she saw herself in 
the mirror as a blood-crazed monster, fangs and all.”

“Do you believe this to be an accurate view of herself?”

Magnusson emphatically shook his head. “Not at all! If I may be honest, Sister, I believe that 
part of her problem is reconciling what has happened to her with the demonisation that the League 
has poured upon the Fomorians.” Inwardly he braced for the flow of righteous condemnation.

“That does not surprise me,” Áine sighed. “How did they end up in your custody, if I may 
ask?”

Munro scratched his chin again, starting to worry that the tirade was going to be longer when 
it finally occurred. “As far as we know, this...Dr Burke...had paid some nearby orcs to supply him 
with air samples from under the tunnels. Apparently, he paid them in counterfeit script, so they 
decided to raid his laboratory – somewhere called...Cruah Island?”

“That fits with what Connacht Trading have told us. He even recorded that he had disposed of
the counterfeit money in such a manner on company stationary,” the nun confirmed with a slow nod
and a flat look that all-too-clearly told both men what she thought of such an excellent decision. 
“What happened next?”

“Major Nettleson isn’t present at the moment, but from his report...” Munro picked it up and 
scanned it again. “It appears that the O’Rourke clan near Letterfrack took exception to the 
experimentation and made contact with the garrison on Inishturk. Somehow, they knew that a 
British detachment was temporarily on the island, and we’re still not sure how.”

Both nuns shot even further upright at this with twin looks of horror on their faces. If Munro 
had to guess, it was the thought that the Containment Office’s frequent missives and pamphlets on 
field security – some of it admittedly quite sensible general security precautions such as avoiding 



careless talk – being rendered moot. And if the orcs could render this moot, then the other threats 
out in western Connacht could do so as well. Like those damned banshees and their war birds!

“There was another subject that we...that we wish to discuss with them, Colonel,” Sister Áine 
finally said. “You may be aware that small crates of commonly-available weapons have washed up 
around the edge of the Homelands, without any identifying information on them. Or any sign of any
ships leaving them.”

“I’ve heard some chatter about it, but nothing definite,” the Scotsman allowed. Chatter in the 
mess hall, reports of some idiot politician in Tuam kicking up a stink about submersibles making 
deliveries after receiving an anonymous letter from Dublin...and some intercepted wireless signals 
from the area that the Wiresharks had passed along with a request for a landing party. He glanced 
quizzically at Magnusson. “I don’t believe either of them said anything about this?”

The alienist shook his head with a brief, weak smile. “Not that I can recall, and it never 
occurred to me to ask them. Though I suspect O’Flaherty will not be very surprised at such an 
occurrence; he’s a cynical enough lad to have considered the possibility of another power 
attempting to supply the Fomorians.”

“He has mentioned this to you?” Sister Áine leaned forward sharply. Beside her, Bríd 
hurriedly wrote this down. 

“Well...he mentioned that there was a large panic two years ago about a French spy ring in 
Galway. From what he told me, it suddenly stopped three months later with no mention of any 
arrests, but during those three months there were regular searches of his village, neighbours 
accusing one another of harbouring Fomorian sympathisers...all manner of mistaken claims. He 
commented that if it were that easy for a panic to apparently just happen, then it wouldn’t take too 
much effort to artificially induce one.”

“Has he suggested anyone in particular who would do that?” To Munro, it sounded as though 
the Inquisitor didn’t expect anything from this. He wouldn’t have either.

Magnusson shrugged. “His first thoughts were Connacht Trading trying to stir up a panic to 
sell more military equipment, and I suppose I’m not surprised that he would finger them. After that, 
his grasp of global politics is somewhat lacking, so he thought it would most likely be the French or
possibly the Scandinavians.”

“I see. One final question before we speak with them, Colonel. While he probably is not old 
enough yet, we are well aware that British citizens in Ireland are obliged to serve in the military in 
one role or another. Have you any plans for O’Flathery to serve among your Fomorians?” And there
it was, the disapproval that both men had been expecting. Five years since the department had 
started enlisting the forcibly exposed, and the dwarves were still treating it like a betrayal.
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